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Abstra t.

Impli it Culture is the relation between a set and a group of
agents su h that the elements of the set behave a ording to the ulture
of the group. Earlier work laimed that supporting Impli it Culture phenomena an be useful in both arti ial and human agents. In this paper,
we re all the on ept of Impli it Culture, present an implementation of a
System for Impli it Culture Support (SICS) for multi-agent systems, and
show how to use it for supporting agent intera tion. We also present the
appli ation of the SICS to the eCulture Brokering System, a multi-agent
system designed to mediate a ess to ultural information.

1 Introdu tion
Communi ation and autonomy are basi apabilities of arti ial agents [12℄, and
the agent paradigm suggests that the goals of a Multi-Agent System (MAS)
should be rea hed via the intera tion of autonomous ommuni ating agents [11℄.
In general, intera tion is a riti al issue. In a brokering system [6, 10℄ for instan e
the goal of the broker is to fa ilitate the intera tion, whi h intermediates a ess to
the servi es of di erent agents. The overall eÆ ien y of the system is improved
through the existan e of the broker, be ause agents an ask the broker for a
servi e without needing to know who are the most suitable agents for performing
the given task. In this ase, a good intera tion poli y improves the performan es
of the system.
Let us onsider two sets of agents a ting in the same environment with the
same goals, but with di erent skills for performing tasks. For example, in the
brokering system we an onsider a set of agents that have the apa ity to refuse
the servi es provided by unreliable or unsafe agents and another set of agents (or
even a single agent) that do not have enough knowledge for doing so. Obviously
the latter set of agents performs poorly due to its engagement in unprodu tive
ommuni ation. This set of agents an de rease the intera tion quality of the
MAS even though the other group of agents has good knowledge and skills, i.e.
a su essful \ ulture".
The aim of this work is to explore ways of supporting intera tion within MAS
that takes advantage of the o{presen e of sets of agents with di erent skills. In
parti ular, we fo us on the relation between two sets of agents, deriving a strategy and implementing an ar hite ture for improving the intera tion. In order

to investigate the relation between sets of agents a ting onsistently, two of the
authors introdu ed the on ept of Impli it Culture [2℄ in a previous work. The
de nition of Impli it Culture aptures the relation between two sets of agents
su h that the former behaves a ording to the ulture of the latter. Supporting
Impli it Culture is an e e tive way of improving the performan es of agents a ting in an environment where \better-skilled" agents are also a tive. Advantages
of Impli it Culture support have also been proposed for arti ial agents [3℄, in
parti ular, for ontrolling the requirements of agent-based systems. Both [2℄ and
[3℄ have introdu ed the general ar hite ture of a System for Impli it Culture
Support (SICS). No general implemented SICS was given however. In this paper, we present a SICS for multi-agent systems and we show how it is applied
to a parti ular MAS, the eCulture Brokering System.
The paper is organized as follows. In se tion 2 we des ribe the on ept of
Impli it Culture. In se tion 3 we present a SICS for multi-agent systems, and
we show how to use it for supporting agent intera tions. Se tion 4 presents the
eCulture Brokering System, a multi-agent system in whi h the SICS is used.
Finally, se tion 5 gives some on lusions and des ribes future work.

2 Impli it Culture
When an agent begins to a t in an environment, for whi h it has insuÆ ient
knowledge or skills, its behavior is far from optimal. The problems that the new
agent must fa e are made even more omplex if other agents are a tive in the
same environment. Other agents would probably have more knowledge and be
more skilled. Moreover, they might not be willing to share their knowledge or
might not even be able to represent and ommuni ate it. In order to improve
its behavior, the new agent should a t onsistently with the ulture of the other
agents. Instead, this \new kid in town" is unable to ope with the new environment and with the other agents. Depressingly, a group of agents do have
the knowledge and a tively exploit it. In the ase of humans the phenomenon
is sometimes referred to as \ ultural sho k". Indeed, knowledge about the environment and about the behavior of the agents is part of their ulture and that
is what the new agent la ks.
The problem of getting the new agent to a t onsistently with the knowledge
and the behaviors of the group ould be solved by improving the apabilities of
the agent in terms of ommuni ation, knowledge and learning. The rst solution is just \to ask someone", but in a multi-agent setting, this is not a simple
solution. In fa t, it is ne essary to know what to ask (knowledge about the
problem), how to ask (a language for expressing the problem), and who to ask
(some brokering fa ility). The se ond possible solution is to represent the relevant knowledge and to provide it dire tly to the agent. If the knowledge required
is obje tive and relatively stati , this representation an be made by observing
the environment and des ribing it. Building ontologies is a ommon way to address this problem. Unfortunately, the environment an be partially unknown
and intrinsi ally dynami . As a third option, it is possible to equip the agent

with both observational and learning apabilities allowing it to a quire skills by
imitating other agents. The drawba k of this te hinque is that these apabilities
are rather omplex and their appli ation requires resour es.
When the environment is partially under ontrol, the problem an be ta kled
in a very di erent way. Instead of working on the agents apabilities, it is also
possible to modify the view that the agent has of the environment and thereby
modify its a tions. In fa t, hanging in a proper way the set of possible a tions
that the agent an perform in the environment an lead the agent to a t onsistently with the behavior of the group. The group itself an have its behavior
optimized on the parti ular environment. Moreover, neither the new agent nor
a member of the group is required to know about the environment and so they
share the same ulture in an impli it way.
Impli it Culture is the relation between a set and a group of agents su h
that the elements of the set behave a ording to the ulture of the group. In the
following, we informally introdu e this notion, while in Appendix A, we restate
the formal de nition of Impli it Culture presented in [2, 3℄.
We assume that the agents per eive and a t in an environment omposed
of obje ts and other agents. >From this perspe tive, agents are viewed as obje ts that are able to per eive, a t and know (as a onsequen e of per eption). A tions have as arguments obje ts, agents or both obje ts and agents.
Offer(servi e-1), look for(broker) and request(broker-1,servi e-1) are
examples of the three di erent ases, respe tively. Before exe uting an a tion,
an agent is fa ed with a \s ene", whi h is omposed of part of the environment
(namely obje ts and agents) and the set of possible a tions the agent an perform
on the environment. As a parti ular ase, the agent an also be part of the s ene if
re exive a tions are possible. For example, an agent requester-1 ould be fa ed
with the environment subset fbroker-1, broker-2, servi e-1, servi e-2g
and might be able to perform the a tions request(broker-1,servi e-1), request
(broker-1,servi e-2), request(broker-2,servi e-1), and request(broker-2,servi e-2). Hen e, an agent exe utes an a tion in a given situation
(being fa ed with a given s ene at a given time) so we say the agent exe utes
situated a tions. The agent requester-1,for instan e, might exe ute the a tion
request(broker-2,servi e-1) in a situation where he was fa ing the s ene
omposed of broker-1, broker-2, servi e-1, servi e-2.
After ea h situated a tion has been exe uted, the agent fa es a new s ene.
At a given time this new s ene depends on the environment and on the previous
a tion exe uted. If requester-1 performs request(broker-2,servi e-1), the
requester-1 will have the s ene it fa es hanged be ause broker-2 is now busy
and not available to perform any servi e.
The situated exe uted a tion that an agent hooses to exe ute depends on
its private states and, in general, it is not deteministi ally predi table with the
information available externally. Rather, we assume it an be hara terized in
terms of probability and expe tations. As an example, given a requester fa ing a s ene in whi h it an perform request(the-best-broker,servi e-1),

request(the-worst-broker, servi e-1) the expe ted situated a tion an be
request(the-best-broker,servi e-1).

Given a group of agents let us suppose that there exists a theory regarding
their expe ted situated a tions. If the theory is onsistent with the a tions exe uted by the group, it an be onsidered a ultural onstraint for the group.
The theory aptures the knowledge and skills of the members regarding their
environment. For instan e:
9y 2 Group :
8x 2 Group; s 2 Servi es; b 2 Brokers
(1)
request(x; y; s) ^ inform(y; x; b) ! request(x; b; s)
expresses that, there exists an agent y in the group su h that, if a requester x
requests information of y regarding the agents apable of performing a servi e s
and y replies informing x about the broker b, then x will request b to perform
s. This means that the agent y is able to suggest a servi e provider but also
that su h a re ommendation in uen es the agents preferen es; i.e. x de ides to
request s of b.
If the set of new agents all perform a tions that satisfy the ultural onstraints
of the group (we all them ultural a tions w.r.t. the group), then the problem
of the sets suboptimal behavior with respe t to that of the group is solved.
We des ribe Impli it Culture as a relation between a set of agents G and a
group of agents G su h that the agents of G perform a tions that satisfy a
ultural onstraint for G. When a set and a group of agents are in an Impli it
Culture relation, we have an Impli it Culture phenomenon. As a onsequen e of
an Impli it Culture phenomenon, the a tions of a new requester of a servi e will
be far more e e tive if its view of the environment in ludes only those brokers
that have previously been requested for the same servi e.
0

0

3 A SICS for Multi-agent intera tion support
Produ ing an Impli it Culture Phenomenon is the goal of a System for Impli it
Culture Support (SICS) as presented in [2℄, where a general SICS ar hite ture
was introdu ed. In this se tion, we present a spe i SICS ar hite ture aimed to
support multi-agent intera tion.
A general SICS (see Figure 1-a) onsists of three omponents: an observer,
an indu tive module and a omposer. The observer stores the exe uted situated a tions of a group of agents G in oder to make them available for the
other omponents. The indu tive module uses these a tions to produ e a ultural onstraint theory  for G. Finally, the omposer, using the theory  and
the a tions, manipulates the s enes fa ed by a set of agents G in su h a way that
their expe ted situated a tions are in fa t ultural a tions w.r.t G. As a result,
the agents of G exe ute (on average) ultural a tions w.r.t G, and thus the SICS
produ es an Impli it Culture phenomenon. In a multi-agent system, a SICS an
be either a general apability of the overall system or a spe i
apability of a
single agent. In the former ase, the SICS observes all the agents a ting in the
0
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system and manipulates the environment. In the latter, the SICS is applied to
what the agent is able to observe and hange, namely the part of environment
and the agents it intera ts with by means of a tions and ommuni ative a ts.
The SICS apability, both general and spe i , a e ts the whole system. In the
system we present here, we hoose to adopt the se ond option in whi h a SICS is
a apability of a single agent. In order to gain e e tiveness we embedded a SICS
in a Dire tory Fa ilitator (DF), namely an agent that plays a entral role in the
intera tions. In parti ular, we adopt the idea of DF from FIPA spe i ations [7℄
and we extends its apabilities with the SICS.
Following FIPA spe i ations, a DF is a mandatory agent for an agent platform and provides a yellow pages dire tory servi e for other agents on the platform. Every agent that wishes to publi ize its servi es to other agents, requests
registration of the servi e with the DF by providing a des ription of these servi es. An agent an query the DF requesting information about the servi es
available and the agents registered for providing su h servi es. A DF does not
guarantee the validity of the information provided in response to a request, and
it does not do any kind of ltering over the information.
By means of a SICS, the DF an produ e the Impli it Culture relation between an agent and the agents that have previously requested information, and
provide information that in uen es the preferen es of the agent. As presented
in [2℄, this is a generalization of Collaborative Filtering [8, 9℄, where the similarity
among agents is elaborated on the exe uted a tions and not only on ratings. The
presen e of a SICS de reases the quantity of useless requests, thus improving the
overall intera tion.

We fully implemented the SICS ar hite ture in Java language using XML for
expressing the ultural onstraint theory.

Ar hite ture and ultural onstraint theory

The SICS embedded in the DF is a parti ular ase of the general one. In this
spe i ase, we do not need any kind of theory indu tion over the observations,
the ultural onstraint theory is ompletely spe i ed and the indu tive module is
omitted (in Figure 1-a,   0 ). The ultural onstraint theory is very simple.
Indeed, we want the DF to re ommend agents whose servi es satisfy the request,
namely that the expe ted situated a tion of the agent is to a ept the re ommendation of the DF. In other words, the agent who re eives a re omendation,
will request the servi es of the re ommended agents. Referring to the formula
(1), with the agent y spe i ed by the DF, the theory is:
x 2 Group; s 2 Servi es; b 2 Brokers
request(x; DF; s) ^ inform(DF; x; b) ! request(x; b; s)

8

(2)

In general, our ar hite ture a epts ultural theories expressed by a set of
rules of the form:

A1 ^    ^ A

n !

C1 ^    ^ C

m

in whi h A1 ^    ^ An is referred to as the ante edent and C1 ^    ^ Cm as
the onsequent. The idea is to express that \if in the past the ante edent has
happened, then there exists in the future some s enes in whi h the onsequent
will happen". Ante edent and onsequent are onjun tions of atoms, namely
two types of predi ates: observations on an agent and onditions on times. For
instan e, request(x,y,s,t1) is a predi ate of the rst type that says that the
agent x requests of agent y the servi e s at the time t1 ; while less(t1,t2 ) is an
example of the se ond type and it simply states that t1 <t2 . The following rule
is used to express the ultural theory (2):
request(x; DF; s; t1) ^ inform(DF; x; y; t2) ^ less(t1; t2 ) !
request(x; y; s; t3) ^ less(t2; t3 )

(3)

whi h states that if x asks the DF for the servi e s, and the DF replys informing
x that y an provide su h a servi e, then x will request of y the servi e s.

Observer

The observer observes and stores the a tions performed by the agents intera ting
with the DF. In parti ular, it stores the requests an agent sends to the DF, the
responses that the DF sends to the agent, and the subsequent requests for the
servi e sent by the requesting agent to the re ommended servi e providing agent.
The information stored is of the form:

{ request(x,y,s,t), x sends a request to y for the servi e s at time t;
{ inform(x,y,o,t), x informs y about o at time t.
Composer

The goal of the omposer is propose a set of s enes to agents of G su h that the
0

loop
get the last exe uted situated a tion
for all rule r of  do
for all atom a of r's ante edent ant do
if mat h(a, ) then
if nd-set(ant,past-a tions) then
join(past-a tions,r)
return r's onsequent ons
end if
end if
end for
end for
return false
end loop
Fig. 2. The algorithm for the CAF submodule
expe ted situated a tions of these agents satisfy the ultural onstraint theory
 for the group G. In our ase, G is omposed of only one agent (namely the
one urrently requesting information for the DF), while G is omposed of all the
agents that have intera ted with the DF in the past. The ultural onstraint  is
expressed by the rule (3) and the s enes are omposed of the agents re ommended
by the DF. Figure 1-b shows the omposer in detail.
Basi ally, the omposer onsists of two main submodules: 1
0

{ the Cultural A tions Finder (CAF), whi h takes as inputs the theory  and
the exe uted situated a tions of G , and produ es as output the ultural
a tions w.r.t. G (namely, the a tions that satisfy );
{ the S enes Produ er (SP), whi h takes one of the ultural a tions produ ed
0

by the CAF and, using the exe uted situated a tions of G, produ es s enes
su h the expe ted situated a tion is the ultural a tion.

When an agent x asks the DF for a servi e s (i.e. performs the a tion request(x,
DF,s,t1)) the CAF using (3) nds the ultural a tion request(x,y,s,t2), with
t2 >t1 , and the SP proposes an agent y, of whi h x is expe ted to request the
servi e s.

Cultural A tions Finder
The CAF mat hes the exe uted situated a tions of G with the ante edents of
the rules of . If it nds an a tion that satis es the ante edent of a rule, then
0

it takes the onsequent of the rule as a ultural a tion. Figure 2 presents the
algorithm for the CAF. For ea h rule r (ant! ons), the fun tion mat h(a, )
veri es whether the atom a of ant mat hes with the exe uted situated a tion ;
then the fun tion nd-set(ant,past-a tions) nds a set past-a tions of past
1

An additional omponent of the omposer is the Pool, whi h manages the ultural
a tions given as input from the satisfa tion submodule. It stores, updates, and retrieves the ultural a tions, and solves possible on i ts among them.

exe uted situated a tions that mat hes with the set of atoms of ant; and nally,
the fun tion join(past-a tions,r) joins the variables of r with the situated
exe uted a tions in past-a tions.

S enes Produ er

Given a ultural a tion for the agent x (e.g., request(x,y,s,t2)), the algorithm used in SP onsists of three steps:
1. nd a set of agents Q that have performed a tions similar to ;
2. sele t a set of agents Q  Q similar to x and the set of s enes S in whi h
they have performed the a tions;
3. sele t and propose to x a s ene from S .
0

Steps 1 and 2 are based on two domain dependent similarity and sele tion fun tions, and we omit the details. Step 3 sele ts the s enes in whi h the ultural
a tion is the expe ted situated a tion. To make this sele tion we rst estimate
the similarity value between the expe ted a tion and the ultural a tion for ea h
s ene s 2 S , and then we sele t the s ene with the maximum value. The fun tion
to be maximized here is the expe ted value E (sim( x ; )js), where x is the a tion performed by the agent x, is the ultural a tion, and s 2 S is the s ene in
whi h x is situated. sim( x ; ) is a domain{dependent similarity fun tion and
in our ase we have hosen:



=
sim( ; ) = 10 if
otherwise

where = if the a tions are of the same type (namely, request or inform)
and have the same arguments. The following formula is used to estimate E :

E^ (sim( x; )js) =

P

u2Q0

E^1 (sim( ; )js)  w
P
w
u

u2Q0

x;u

x;u

(4)

that is we al ulate the weighted average of the similarity value for the expe ted
a tions of neighboring s enes. wx;u is the similarity between the agent x and the
agent u, while E1 is estimated as follows:

E^1 (sim( u ; )js) =

P

=1 sim( ; )
m

m
i

i
u

(5)

that is the average of sim( ui ; ) over the m a tions performed by u in s.

4 The eCulture Brokering System
In this se tion, we present the eCulture Brokering System, a multi-agent system for brokering ultural information, and to whi h we have applied the SICS
presented above. The multi-agent system has been developed using JACK Intelligent Agents, an agent-oriented development environment built on top of and
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Fig. 3. The eCulture Brokering System
fully integrated with the Java programming language [4℄. The system is the result of a ollaboration between ITC-irst and University of Trento. In the same
ontext Busetta et. al [5, 1℄ have developed the basi idea of the impli it support of the SICS ar hite ture presented in [2℄ for the parti ular ase of messages
ex hange between agents. They have introdu ed the innovative overhearing arhite ture, in whi h a listener agent observes the messages that two or more
parties ex hange and a suggester agent omposes suggestions and sends them to
agents in order to rea h the goals xed a priori.
Figure 3 shows a part of the ar hite ture of the eCulture Brokering System
(CBS). In parti ular, it fo uses on the agent intera tion for whi h we use the
SICS. The platform ontains a set of personal agents Pa 1,...,Pa h, a DF that
provides information about a set of brokers B 1,...,B n, and a set of wrappers
W 1,...,W m. A personal agent is reated and assigned to ea h user who a esses the
system by means of a web browser. The brokers are spe ialized in providing information about a spe i ultural area (e.g. history, ar heology, art, et ...), and
they an olle t information from di erent wrappers. Ea h wrapper is built for a
parti ular database implementation used by a museum. Basi ally, the databases
are of two types: Mi rosoft A ess and Ora le. The omplete ar hite ture inludes other agents, like for instan e the agent resour e broker, whi h provides
information about the resour es available outside the multi-agent system.
Let us onsider a typi al intera tion. The user an ask the personal agent
to sear h for ultural information about a spe i
entury. The personal agent
sends a request to the DF for the most appropriate broker that may satisfy the
user. The DF replys to the personal agent with the name of a broker, and waits
for a response message stating whether the personal agent is satis ed with the
re ommended broker. In ase of a negative response, the DF sends the name of
another broker to the personal agent and waits again. Having re eived the name
of a broker from the DF, the personal agent sends a request to this broker, whi h
in turn asks one or more wrappers to retrieve information from the asso iated
databases.

Agent B 1
B2
Pa 1 s(XVI) s(XVI)
Pa 2 s(XVI)
Pa 3 s(VI) s(XVI)
u(XVI)
Pa 4 s(XVI)

Table 1. E

B3
B4 B5 B6
u(XVI) s(VI) s(IV) s(VI)
u(XVI) s(VI)
u(XVI)
u(IV) u(VI)
u(XVI)

e ts of a simple intera tion on the state of the DF

The DF uses the SICS to de ide whi h broker to suggest to the personal agent.
In parti ular, for ea h personal agent that sends a request, the DF nds all the
agents that have previously performed similar a tions (requests and onsequent
response messages), and then suggests to the personal agent a parti ular broker
with whi h su h similar agents would be satis ed.
Table 1 reports the results of a simple set of intera tions between the DF
and four personal agents (Pa 1,Pa 2,Pa 3, and Pa 4). In ea h intera tion the
personal agent has requested the name of a broker for a spe i
entury (for
instan e, IV, VI, XVI, ...), and the DF has stored whether its suggestion has
satis ed the personal agent (s for satis ed, and u for unsatis ed). Let us suppose
that in this situation the personal agent Pa 4 asks the DF for a broker about the
VI entury. The DF looking at the table nds that agents Pa 1 and Pa 2 are
similar to Pa 4, and suggests Pa 4 with the broker that should satisfy Pa 1 and
Pa 2, namely with B 4. In ase that Pa 4 is not satis ed, the DF will re ommend
B 6, whi h has satis ed Pa 1. Of ourse, this is a very simple ase in whi h it is
possible to see whi h are the similar agents, without any parti ular elaboration.
However, our system is intended to work in omplex situations with hundreds
of personal agents and, for ea h of them, tens of requests.
The experiments we have made using the CBS have shown that the SICS an
e e tively improve the intera tion among agents. In parti ular, it an help new
agents (users), that do not know the domain, to intera t with the multi-agent
system.

5 Con lusion
In this paper, we have presented the on ept of Impli it Culture and we have
shown how to use a System for Impli it Culture Support for supporting multiagent intera tion. We have presented an implementation of SICS and the eCulture Brokering Systems, a multi-agent system in whi h the SICS is used.
Impli it Culture Support allows us to improve the intera tion among agents
without need to equip the agents with additional apabilities. Extending the
use of SICS to other agents, su h as for instan e the agent resour e broker
(whi h provides information about the resour es available outside the multiagent system), and implementing the indu tive module for indu ing ultural
onstraint theories for di erent group of agents, are the obje tives of our future
work.

APPENDIX A: Formal De nition of Impli it Culture
We onsider agents and obje ts as primitive on epts to whi h we refer with
strings of type agent name and obje t name, respe tively. We de ne the set
of agents P as a set of agent name strings, the set of obje ts O as a set of
obje t name strings and the environment E as a subset of the union of the set
of agents and the set of obje ts, i.e., E  P [ O.
Let a tion name be a type of strings, E be a subset of the environment
(E  E ) and s an a tion name.

De nition 1 (a tion). An a tion
of

(E = arg( )).

is the pair hs; E i, where E is the argument

Let A be a set of a tions, A  A and B  E .

De nition 2 (s ene). A s ene  is the pair hB; Ai where, for any 2 A,
arg( )  B ; is said to be possible in . The s ene spa e S is the set of all
s enes.
Let T be a numerable and totally ordered set with the minimum t0 ; t 2 T is
said to be a dis rete time. Let a 2 P , an a tion and  a s ene.
E ;A

De nition 3 (situation). A situation at the dis rete time t is the triple ha; ; ti.
We say that a fa es the s ene  at time t.
De nition 4 (exe ution). An exe ution at time t is a triple
that a performs

at time t.

a; ; ti. We say

h

De nition 5 (situated exe uted a tion). An a tion

is a situated exe uted
at the time t and
in the s ene  at the time t.

a tion if there exists a situation ha; ; ti, where a performs

is possible in . We say that a performs

When an agent performs an a tion in a s ene, the environment rea ts proposing a new s ene to the agent. The relationship between the situated exe uted
a tion and new s ene depends on the harateristi s of the environment, and in
parti ular on the laws that des ribe its dynami s. We suppose that it is possible
to des ribe su h relationship by an environment-dependent fun tion de ned as
follows:
F :AS ; T !S ;
(6)
E

E A

E A

Given a situated exe uted a tion t performed by an agent a in the s ene t at
the time t, F determines the new s ene t+1 (= F ( t ; t ; t)) that will be fa ed
at the time t + 1 by the agent a.
While F is supposed to be a deterministi fun tion, the a tion that an agent
a performs at time t is a random variable ha;t that assumes values in A.
Let a 2 P and ha; ; ti be a situation.
E

E

E

De nition 6 (expe ted a tion). The expe ted a tion of the agent a is the
expe ted value of the variable h , that is E (h ).
a;t

a;t

De nition 7 (expe ted situated a tion). The expe ted situated a tion of
the agent a is the expe ted value of the variable h
a; ; ti, that is E (h jha; ; ti).

h

a;t

onditioned by the situation

a;t

De nition 8 (party). A set of agents G

is said to be a party.

 P

Let L be a language used to des ribe the environment (agents and obje ts),
a tions, s enes, situations, situated exe uted a tions and expe ted situated a tions, and G be a party.

De nition 9 ( ultural onstraint theory). The Cultural Constraint Theory

for G is a theory expressed in the language

situated a tions of the members of G.

L

that predi ates on the expe ted

De nition 10 (group). A party G is a group if exists a ultural onstraint
theory  for G.
De nition 11 ( ultural a tion). Given a group G, an a tion is a Cultural
A tion w.r.t. G if there exists an agent b 2 G and a situation hb; ; ti su h that

E (h

f

b; ; ti) =

b;t jh

;  6`?

g

where  is a ultural onstraint theory for G.

De nition 12 (impli it ulture). Impli it Culture is a relation >/ between
two parties G and G su h that G and G are in relation (G>/G ) i G is a
group and the expe ted situated a tions of G are ultural a tions w.r.t G.
0

0

0

0

De nition 13 (impli it ulture phenomenon). Impli it Culture Phenomenon

is a pair of parties G and G related by the Impli it Culture.
0

We justify the \impli it" term of impli it ulture by the fa t that its de nition
makes no referen e to the internal states of the agents. In parti ular, there is
no referen e to beliefs, desires or intentions and in general to epistemi states
or to any knowledge about the ultural onstraint theory itself or even to the
omposition of the two groups. In the general ase, the agents do not perform
any a tions expli itly in order to produ e the phenomenon.
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